Graduate Curriculum Committee
Unapproved Minutes
December 10, 2015
2:15 - 4:15pm, Room 238, GLC

Present: Rosemary Blieszner, Tanyel Bulbul, Gary Costello, Mark Cramer, Eric Hallerman, Homero Murzi, Brent Opell, Sally Paulson, Justin Sanders, Gary Seidel, Beth Waggenspack, Linda Wallace

Absent without Notification: Karen Inzana

Absent with Notification: Gary Kinder

Substitutions:

Guests:
Dr. Ragsdale, Business Information Technology Dept.
Dr. Nakamoto, Marketing Dept.
Dr. Stivachtis, Political Science Dept.
Dr. Scerri, Political Science Dept.
[last two guests left and might attend a meeting in the future]

Call to Order by Gary Seidel: 2:15 PM

Announcement: Welcome to Justin Sanders, Registrar’s office

Proposals Approved: Following motions to approve and seconds, the committee voted to approve the following proposals:
CM-2426, Master of Science (MS/BUS), Major: Business Administration (BAD), Concentration: Business, Analytics Option (BBAO)
CM-2458, Ph.D. in Business with Concentration in HTM, edit program title to read, “PhD, Major: Business, Hospitality and Tourism Management (BHTM) (new concentration/emphasis)

Proposals Approved Pending Revisions: Following motions to approve and seconds, the committee voted to approve the following proposals pending minor corrections:
CM-2416 BIT 5424 Business Information Visualization for Analytics
CM-2487 GIA 5314 Geopolitics of the Middle East
CM-2451 FR 5354 Topics in French Literature
CM-2450 STS 5284 (NSEG 5284) (SPIA 5284) Nuclear Nonproliferation, Safeguards, and Security

Proposals Tabled: Following motions to table and seconds, the committee voted to table the following proposals, and major revisions requested:
CM-2475 SPIA 5514 Nongovernmental Organizations in International Development
CM-2476 SPIA 5524 Nonprofit Accountability and Evaluation
CM-2477 SPIA 5534 Nonprofit Leadership and Governance
CM-2478 SPIA 5544 Public and Nonprofit Financial Management
CM-2480 SPIA 5564 Nonprofit Law and Ethics
CM-2479 SPIA 5574 Nonprofit Organization and Management
A motion was approved to defer the following proposals to the next GCC meeting:
CM-2425 AAEC 5814G Advanced Food, Nutrition, and Health Economics
CM-2447 AFST 5364 Poverty in Black America
CM-2448 AFST 6234 African American Identity
CM-2446 ECE 5264 Embedded Power Management
CM-2449 EDCT 5684 Advanced Curriculum Development and Program Management in Career and Technical Education (Revision greater than 20%)
CM-2454 MACR 5004 Topics in Polymer Research
CM-2328 PSCI 6004 Security, Governance and Environmental Politics
CM-2327 PSCI 6254 National Security
CM-2326 PSCI 6444 Topics in Environmental Politics
CM-2452 STS 5024 Introduction to Science and Technology Studies
CM-2453 STS 6534 Advanced Topics in Cultural Studies of Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and Health (Revision greater than 20%)

Adjournment: 4:15 pm
Respectfully submitted on behalf of GCC,
Mary Madis
1 CM – 2475, SPIA 5514…note that upon approval of SPIA 5514 that UAP 5364 - Non-Governmental Organizations in International Development will be discontinued

2 CM – 2477, SPIA 5534…note that upon approval of SPIA 5534 that UAP 5534 - Nonprofit Organization Leadership and Governance will be discontinued

3 CM – 2478, SPIA 5544…note that upon approval of SPIA 5544 that PAPA 5544 / UAP 5544 - Public and Non-profit Financial Management will be discontinued

4 CM – 2480, SPIA 5564…note that upon approval of SPIA 5564 that UAP 5594 - Nonprofit Law and Ethics will be discontinued

5 CM – 2479, SPIA 5574…note that upon approval of SPIA 5574 that UAP 5454 - Nonprofit Organization & Management will be discontinued

6 CM – 2444, BSE 5614…note that upon approval of BSE 5614 that BSE 5624 - Enzyme Engineering will be discontinued

7 CM – 2451, FR 5354…note that upon approval of FR 5354 that FR 5314G - Advanced Studies in French Literature will be discontinued